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We have been developing an advanced general purpose computational mechanics system, named ADVENTURE, which is

designed to be able to analyze a three dimensional finite element model of arbitrary shape with a 10-100 million degrees of

freedom (DOF) mesh. Module based architecture of the system with standardized I/O format and libraries are developed and

employed to attain flexibility, portability, extensibility and maintainability of the whole system. The one of main process mod-

ules for solid analysis, named ADVENTURE_Solid, is based on the hierarchical domain decomposition parallel algorithm and

employs the balancing domain decomposition as a solution technique for linearized equations. The ADVENTURE_Solid has

been successfully implemented on the Earth Simulator consisting of 256 nodes, i.e. 2,048 arithmetic processors (APs), and

applied for an elastostatic analysis of a nuclear pressure vessel model of 100 million DOF mesh with 5.08 TFLOPS, which is

31.75 % of the peak performance. In this report, the parallel performance of the solid analysis module, which is programmed

by the flat MPI parallelization, is investigated. Furthermore, the solid module is demonstrated an implicit dynamic elastic

analysis of a model of 100 million DOF mesh on the 256 nodes (2,048 APs), and succeeded in solving 5 unsteady steps in

about 2.4 minutes. Besides, it succeeds in solving an elastostatic problem of a historical building pantheon model of 140 mil-

lion DOF mesh in about 10 minutes on the 256 nodes (2,048 APs).

Keywords: CAE System, Parallel Finite Element Analysis, Hierarchical Domain Decomposition Method,

Balancing Domain Decomposition

1. ADVENTURE system
The ADVENTURE system1) has employed a hierarchical

domain decomposition based massively parallel algorithm 

as one of the major solution algorithms in order to efficiently

handle a huge scale finite element model with 10–100 

million degrees of freedom (DOF). We have been develop-

ing several kinds of main processes for implicit elastic-

plastic analysis, rigid-plastic analysis, impact-contact analy-

sis, thermal conductive analysis, thermal-fluid analysis and 

electromagnetic analysis. Especially, the implicit elastic-

plastic analysis module, named ADVENTURE_Solid, is

improved to apply to massively parallel processors (MPP)

with over 1,000 processors and successfully to analyze a

simplified pressure vessel model with 100 million DOF

mesh2). One of the key technologies implemented in the

ADVENTURE_Solid is the hierarchical domain decomposi-

tion method3) (HDDM), whose force equivalence and conti-

nuity conditions among subdomains are satisfied through

iterative methods such as the preconditioned conjugate gra-

dient method. Especially in the ADVENTURE_Solid, the

balancing domain decomposition4, 5) (BDD) is employed as a

preconditioner. Moreover, as an improving for large scale

analysis on MPP, an incomplete balancing domain decom-

position method, named IBDD-DIAG method, has been

developed6) and then successfully applied for an elastostatic

analysis of a nuclear pressure vessel model with 100 million

DOF mesh on the Earth Simulator consisting of 2,048 arith-

metic processors (APs)7).

2. Parallel performance of the ADVENTURE_Solid
For getting high performance of parallel efficiency on the

Earth Simulator, it is expected to be programmed by the

hybrid parallelization. Considering to maintain the portabili-

ty of the ADVENTURE system and difficulty in program-

ming of the BDD with hybrid style, however, the ADVEN-

TURE_Solid is programmed by flat MPI parallelization.

This section describes parallel performances of the IBDD-

DIAG method. As shown in Fig. 1, an elastostatic stress

analysis for a precise model of an advanced boiling water

reactor (ABWR) vessel with a 35 million DOF unstructured
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mesh is performed. We evaluated the practicality of parallel

computing, varying the number of processors employed. The

results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 2,

parallel efficiency over the whole calculation using 1,024

APs was estimated as about 53%, referring the value for

using 128 APs. The system showed good performances of

parallel efficiency, while these performances showed a little

unstableness compared as an ideal one. This is attributed due

to the fact that convergences feature of the IBDD-DIAG

method of the ADVENTURE_Solid depends on the number

of processors employed. For instance, the 128 PEs case and

1,024 PEs case require 739 and 830 iteration counts, respec-

tively. On the other hand, parallel efficiency for one iterative

calculation showed a stable performance compared as an

ideal one and was estimated as about 58% from Fig. 3. It is

judged from such high parallel efficiency that the present

system is sufficiently parallelized.

3. Seismic response analysis of a pressure vessel model
100 million DOF mesh
This system has been applied for a seismic response analy-

sis of the ABWR model with 35 million DOF mesh (Fig. 1),

and succeeded in solving 300 unsteady steps in about 4.3

hours using 1,024 APs. In this section, the system is demon-

strated for a seismic response analysis of a simplified pres-

sure vessel model with 100 million DOF mesh on the 2,048

APs. Fig. 4 illustrates analysis conditions. As boundary con-

ditions, a bottom plane of its skirt portion is fixed. As a seis-

mic load, the acceleration history of 1,940 Elcentro earth-

quake ground motion is taken to a body force direction in

Fig. 4, whose data is provided by the Building Center of

Japan8). Table 1 shows the calculation performances. This
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Fig. 1  The analysis conditions for elastostatic analysis of the ABWR model
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Fig. 2  Scalability in total computation time of elastostatic analysis of

the ABWR model on the Earth Simulator
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Fig. 3  Scalability in total computation time per iteration of elastostatic

analysis of the ABWR model on the Earth Simulator

Fig. 4  The analysis conditions for dynamic elastic analysis of a pressure

vessel model with 100 million DOF
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problem is easy to solve owing to simple shape compared

with the ABWR model, but, on the other hand, the perform-

ance of computational time is expected to be practical use.

Consequently, the present system is possible to analyze of

seismic response problem with 100 million DOF mesh.

4. Elastostatic analysis of pantheon model with 140
million DOF mesh
This system is applied to a historical building pantheon

model with 140 million DOF mesh on the 2,048 APs. Fig. 5

illustrates a tetrahedral mesh of a pantheon model, further-

more, each finite element of a model is subdivided into 64

elements. As the result, a pantheon is modeled with 140 mil-

lion DOF mesh. As boundary conditions, a bottom plane is

fixed and own weight is taken as a body force. Fig. 6 and

Fig. 7 shows the calculated stress distribution. Table 2 shows

the calculation performances with 2,048 APs. The present

system with the IBDD-DIAG method is successfully to ana-

lyze with good performances in FLOPS and vectorization,

which are 24.26% of peak performance and 98.6% of vector

operation, respectively. As the result, it makes little differ-

ence of performances between the analysis case of 100 mil-

lion DOF model and the analysis case of 140 million DOF

model. Consequently, the present system with the IBDD-

DIAG method gives effective solution for huge scale analy-

sis such as over 100 million DOF.
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Table 1  Calculation performances of dynamic elastic analysis of a pressure vessel model with 100 million DOF
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Table 2  Calculation performances of elastostatic analysis of a pantheon model with 100 million DOF
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Fig. 6  Stress distribution of a pantheon model
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